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Authoring Tools are on the rise

• Collaboration is on the rise
  -> more authors per paper

• Open access is on the rise
  -> new ecosystems for publishing
Prior to cloud-based authoring tools:
Authoring tools allow one version of the document, accessible by all

1. Authors
2. Reviewers
3. Publishers
4. Readers
Worldwide Growth...

8 million documents
700 thousand authors
180 countries
in 4 years
Publishing Ecosystems – growth authors want

- Publishing *Platforms* now becoming Publishing *Ecosystems* - providing a suite of writing, disseminating, search, reading and sharing components.

- These ‘ecosystems’ can be obtained by allowing multiple interfaces, apps, components, products, technologies or services to connect and work together.
Publishers are now differentiating between AX vs UX

- **AX** - Author Experience
  - Somebody who creates content by means of technology
- **UX** – User Experience
  - Somebody who consumes content

- Different needs – both important for a successful publishing ecosystem.
- Technology integrations are key
- Authoring Tools should integrate and provide that enhanced AX.
- Clear and simple instructions for authors a part of AX
Example of instructions for authors using an authoring platform

- Showing:
  - How instructions to authors are provided throughout authoring experience – right where the authors are writing
  - Instructions to authors can be customizable
  - Documents can be checked for adherence, prior to submission
Simplified instructions can begin by providing authoring templates.

How to Publish

Article Guidelines

*F1000Research* publishes a number of different articles types. We aim to make it easy for authors and, where possible, offer some flexibility in terms of formats and structure. Specific requirements do apply to some article types, however; please choose from the article type-specific instructions listed below. Please note that Editorials, F1000 Faculty Reviews and F1000 Faculty Critiques are by invitation only and guidelines are provided by the *F1000Research* team.

Please review the details of *F1000Research*’s unique post-publication peer review model before you submit.

Articles can be submitted as Word (DOC or DOCX) or rich text format (RTF) files only, we do not accept PDF, ZIP or TeX files. LaTeX users can submit via [Overleaf](https://www.overleaf.com), using an *F1000Research* journal article template or a software tool article template.

Research Articles

Research Articles should present original findings in biology and medicine, such as results of basic and translational research, clinical and epidemiologic studies, or clinical trials. Null and negative findings and reanalyses of previous studies leading to new results are also encouraged.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

Method Articles

Method Articles describe a new experimental or computational method. test or procedure
Author starts from template landing page
This opens the journal authoring template on Overleaf

**Your Abstract**

In addition to the guidelines provided in the example abstract above, your abstract should:

- provide a synopsis of the entire article;
- begin with the broad context of the study, followed by specific background for the study;
- describe the purpose, methods and procedures, core findings and results, and conclusions of the study;
- emphasize new or important aspects of the research;
- engage the broad readership of GENETICS and be understandable to a diverse audience (avoid using jargon);
- be a single paragraph of less than 250 words;
- contain the full name of the organism studied;
- NOT contain citations or abbreviations.

**Introduction**

For the introduction, authors should be mindful of the broad readership of the journal. The introduction should set the stage for the importance of the work to a generalist reader and draw the reader in to the specific study. The scope and impact of the work should be clearly stated.

In individual organisms where a mutant is being studied, the
Please list all authors that played a significant role in the research involved in the article. Please provide full affiliation information (including full institutional address, ZIP code and e-mail address) for all authors, and identify who is/are the corresponding author(s).

Abstract

Abstracts should be up to 300 words and provide a succinct summary of the article. Although the abstract should explain why the article might be interesting, care should be taken not to inappropriately over-emphasise the importance of the work described in the article. Citations should not be used in the abstract, and the use of abbreviations should be minimized.
When ready, author clicks to submit

Customizable submission button
Submit to F1000Research

F1000Research is an Open Science publishing platform for life scientists, offering immediate publication and transparent refereeing, avoiding editorial bias and ensuring the inclusion of all source data.

- Write your article using one of the F1000Research article templates provided by Overleaf. See our article guidelines for more information.
- When you are ready to submit, then click Send to F1000Research below. (Your files will be sent to F1000Research by Overleaf.)
- If you have any questions about article creation or the submission process, please feel free to contact Overleaf or F1000Research.

SEND TO F1000RESEARCH

Go back to my project
Author signs in to F1000Research
Author finds the standard F1R submission form pre-filled.
Manuscript and supporting files are automatically pre-checked & uploaded

Your Overleaf file is being uploaded

Files

Upload Manuscript *

1560xqdfhznpyppdztcynfjngxsstbbckkzcv.pdf [175 KB]

Upload Other Files

main.tex [7.79 KB]
f1000_styles.sty [2.79 KB]
sample.bib [389 Bytes]
F1000header.png [5.00 KB]
frog.jpg [94.8 KB]

Please upload any data files associated with this article.
Author clicks *submit* on F1000Research landing page
Author receives instructions on next steps

Thank you for Submitting your Article

F1000Research Submission Demo
John Lees-Miller

WHAT WE DO NEXT
Before accepting your article
We will check content suitability, readability and manuscript format; adherence to ethical standards for the type of study; that the underlying data have been supplied (where appropriate); and that there is sufficient detail to enable others to replicate the study (if applicable).

Before publishing your article
If we accept your article, we will be in touch in the next two or three working days with any issues that need addressing. You will then receive a final proof of your article for approval prior to publication.

WHAT YOU NEED TO DO NEXT
Suggest Referees
Before doing anything else, we need you to suggest at least 5 suitable referees to peer review your manuscript, following publication (in accordance with our publishing model), should it be accepted.

We will need these names before we can publish the article so we recommend identifying them now.

» SELECT REFEREES FOR YOUR ARTICLE
You can also access this page via the MY REFEREES button next to the article here: My Research >> My Submissions. A link to this page is also included in an email you should receive shortly.
Dear John

Thank you for submitting your manuscript:

F1000Research Submission Demo
John Lees-Miller

WHAT WE DO NEXT

Before accepting your article: we will check content suitability, readability and manuscript format; adherence to ethical standards for the type of study; that the underlying data have been supplied (where appropriate); and that there is sufficient detail to enable others to replicate the study (if applicable).

Before publishing your article: if we accept your article, we will be in touch in the next two or three working days with any issues that need addressing. You will then receive a final proof of your article for approval, prior to publication.

WHAT YOU NEED TO DO NEXT

Before doing anything else, we need you to suggest at least 5 suitable referees to peer review your manuscript following publication (in accordance with our publishing model), should it be accepted. We will need these names before we can publish the article so we recommend identifying them now via the MY REFEREES page for this article. You can also access this page via the article’s record at My Research >> My Submissions.

Please quote the article number 8191 in any correspondence.

Kind regards

The F1000Research Team

F1000Research

Direct: +44 (0)20 7323 0323
F1000 Research Ltd, Middlesex House, 34-42 Cleveland St, London W1T 4LB, UK
F1000Research: Immediate & Transparent Publishing for Life Scientists

F1000Research is the trading name of F1000 Research Limited. This e-mail is confidential and should not be used by anyone who is not the original intended recipient. F1000 Research Limited does not accept liability for any statements made which are clearly the sender’s own and not expressly made on behalf of F1000 Research Limited. No contracts may be concluded on behalf of F1000 Research Limited by means of e-mail communication. F1000 Research Limited is Registered in England and Wales with Company Number 8322928, Registered Office Middlesex House, 34-42 Cleveland Street, London W1T 4LB.
Author’s original project is marked as Under Amendment
Has this helped publishers?

Genetics Society of America - Mark Johnston, Tracey DePellegrin & Ruth Isaacson

- It’s much easier for us to process submissions now.
- Solved the problem with the source file consistency.
- Submissions are coming in in the proper format – they used to have to chase files from authors (never got complete package) – now they’re getting all the files they need.
- Overleaf Manuscripts much better shape and format - “It’s much faster and easier for me to go through the manuscript and get all the key points out that I need. It’s much easier for me to get to these quickly with an Overleaf manuscript.” - Mark
- Decreased the amount of questions we received from LaTeX users -- with Word users we still answer a lot of questions.
What do authors say?

Cambridge Uni Press Retweeted

Adam Stevenson @ajsteven130 · 7h
This is awesome! Other publishers, take note!

Cambridge Uni Press @CambridgeUP
We're partnering with @overleaf on some of our journals to provide a new academic authoring experience. Read more: cambridge.org/about-us/news/…

Overleaf Retweeted

Kimmo Halunen @khalunen · 7h
This would be cool. For all major publishers, please.

Cambridge Uni Press @CambridgeUP
We're partnering with @overleaf on some of our journals to provide a new academic authoring experience. Read more: cambridge.org/about-us/news/…
Summary: Authoring Tools & Instructions for Authors

- Instructions start with a link to an authoring template
- Instructions continue throughout authoring template – where the author is writing and needs them
- Pre-submission checks can be done to ensure instructions are followed correctly
- Additional instructions and declarations on publisher submission page
- Final instructions upon completion and in an email to the author.

- All instructions are with the author throughout the process.
Thanks for listening!

Email: maryanne.baynes@overleaf.com